
How to Create a LinkedIn Profile for IT Computer Support 

 

Have a Facebook account? What about a Twitter account? Well, LinkedIn is pretty much the 

same as these social media networks, but it’s more of a professional one than it is a personal one. 

Think of it as instead of updating the status on your personal life, but rather more on your 

professional one. LinkedIn is a central hub that connects you to people with the same interest or 

people in the same field. You can follow and add people as friends just like you can with 

Facebook and twitter. Only difference is that LinkedIn allows you to follow more than just 

people. You can join groups and even follow businesses.  

Today, you can find out information about anyone or anything on the internet with just a few 

clicks of a couple buttons. Employers, if interested in a potential employee, research the same 

way you would if you were trying to find out information about something or someone. They 

search the net looking for any info they can find about you, the potential employee. Technology 

is so far advanced than it was a few decades ago. Having a LinkedIn account can be the 

difference between you getting hire or not.  

Whether you like it or not, social media is the way of the future for people to connect with each 

other. LinkedIn is just another chain in the link. What better way to keep up with the times than 

to have to create a profile here and now. If you find yourself with not enough choices of job, then 

a LinkedIn profile is just what you need.  

Here are some steps and helpful tips that might enhance your LinkedIn profile. 

Signup. Signing up is a breeze. The sign up is the same as any other sites. Create a username, 

password, and provide an email address. I suggest using a work email or a professional one. 

Add Info. After signing up and logging in, the first thing you would want to do is update your 

personal info. Try to fill out as much information as you can. Name, location, education, work 

experience, etc. As this is a how to for IT Computer Support personal, try to keep the 

information you enter relevant to just the field. Me, for example, is currently a student in the IT 

Support program with no work experience. I would fill all I can about my education and the 

classes I took. When filling out information, try to use keywords. People who are searching for 

certain skills or information can find you using certain keywords. If possible, use common 

jargons that is often used in the field. If you have work experience, be sure to include a 

description of what you did. 

Add a Summary. The summary part sums up your skills, and experience. It is there to help you 

make focus of what your profile is about. This part should include anything that you feel would 

be relevant to the field. Make sure to add achievements as well. 

Make a Connection. Now for the bread and butter of LinkedIn. Your connections. LinkedIn is 

still just a social network. Having connections is what LinkedIn is all about. Try to get in touch 

with past teachers, friends, colleagues, bosses, managers who worked in the same field as you for 

a recommendation. This will help your profile in becoming a noticeable one. 



Personalize. Up next, personalize your page. Within the settings and privacy tab, you can omit 

certain information that you don’t want the public network to see. Just like Facebook you can set 

a barrier for public and private information.  

Add a photo. Yes, when I said a photo, I mean a professional one. Not one of you laying down 

on a beach or something. Get a professional headshot of you if you can. 

Not a Resume. Keep in mind though, a LinkedIn account just a social network. It is not the same 

as a resume. A resume is still required when you are job searching. You still must put yourself 

out there to find one. LinkedIn is not a substitute, but rather it acts like a helping hand.  

 

I hope these tips helped you out when creating your LinkedIn profile. 


